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QUESTION 1

Which of the following BEST describes the steps of implementing a web service? 

A. Add an XForms Submission Add a field Link the field to the instance being submitted 

B. Add a web service object to the canvas Select a WSDL Pick a function Bind the inputs, outputs and trigger. 

C. Add a web service object to the canvas Bind the inputs, outputs and trigger 

D. Add a web service object to the canvas Add a field Add an xforms:submission 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Frank is using the table wizard to create a table. Using the wizard, it is possible to accomplish all of the following,
EXCEPT which item? 

A. Identify the specific table elements, and their associated column header labels. 

B. Create a scrolling table that only displays a certain number of records at a time. 

C. Create a table using a new or existing data model. 

D. Add asort button to order the data within the table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Mark is trying to position a FIELD_B relatively below FIELD_A. He is using the alignment tools but the option Relative
Align Below isgrayed out. What is the likely cause and how can Mark fix this? 

A. He has selected FIELD_A first and, while holding the SHIFT key, selected FIELD_B. He should select the fields in
reverse order. 

B. FIELD_A comes after FIELD_B in the build order. Mark should use the outline view to change the build order of the 2
fields and then redo the relative alignment 

C. There is already an absolute positioning for FIELD_B. Mark should remove this first before trying the relative
alignment 

D. FIELD_B currently is laidout above FIELD_A on the design canvas. Mark should drag the FIELD_B below FIELD_A
first. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Steve wants the position of object B to alwaysbe fixed and below object A, even when the object A has changed its
position at run time. What should he do to ensure this? 

A. He should ensure object A is relatively aligned to object B. 

B. He should ensure object B is relatively aligned to object A. 

C. He should ensure object B is absolutely aligned to object A. 

D. He should use the item group functionality. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 
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